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Abstract—The online computer-assisted instruction system has changed the
way of knowledge acquisition, and makes knowledge transmission faster, and
more convenient and efficient. This study discusses the key technologies of
online computer-assisted instruction system with such methods as literature research, system analysis and empirical research, analyzes the requirement of
online computer-assisted instruction system with object-oriented analysis
method, determines the main functions of online computer-assisted instruction
system, and designs the model of online computer-assisted instruction system in
detail with the aid of UML technology. The practicality and validity of the model
are verified by the realization of some interfaces and processes of the system
model.
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1

Introduction

The continuous development of modern information technology provides new possibilities for education and teaching reform while making people acquire knowledge
more widely. It’s a new modern teaching mode to assist the traditional classroom teaching with modern information technology [1]. Computer assisted instruction is also an
important symbol of educational modernization. The rapid development of network
provides a new platform for innovation of educational technology, ideas and means,
and lays a solid foundation for online assisted instruction.
As early as the mid-1920s, foreign countries began to study instruction programs
and machines. In 1958, IBM Company of USA designed the world's first computer
instruction system [2], which opened a new era of computer-assisted instruction. With
the development of all kinds of theories and technologies, computer-assisted instruction
has developed rapidly and popularized from primary school to adult education. More
and more companies are dedicated to the R & D and production of industries related to
computer-assisted instruction system. The integration of communication technology,
Internet technology and computer assisted instruction not only accelerates the
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development of online computer-assisted instruction system, but also changes the traditional concept of teaching and management [3].
The domestic research on computer-assisted instruction started relatively late, but
develops rapidly. In the late 1980s, a related society was established [4] and the extensive exchanges were carried out. At the same time, the State attached great importance
to this, and increased the policy support for online computer-assisted instruction and
related capital investment. The national universities, primary schools and even adult
education institutions have carried out related work [5], and has made corresponding
results. It can be said that it’s the era that the online computer-assisted instruction entered the education field and cause a major change in education.
Based on the above analysis of computer-assisted instruction research and development, in order to enrich the research results of the online computer-assisted instruction
system, better realize the educational and guiding functions of the online computerassisted instruction system and meet the needs of teachers and students, this study takes
the design and realization of online computer-assisted instruction system as the research
objectives, analyzes the function requirement of the online computer-assisted instruction system in detail with object-oriented analysis technology, and then designs the
model of the online computer-assisted instruction system based on UML [6]. From the
general design, function description and detailed design of the online computer-assisted
instruction system, this study finally verifies the practicality of the model by the realization of the system interactive interface and online examination system.

2

Key Technologies of Online Computer-Assisted Instruction
System

2.1

Object-oriented analysis and design method

Object-oriented approach. The object refers to anything studied [7], and the object
studied in this paper refers to the objects and entities of the online computer-assisted
instruction system, namely students, teachers and courses. The object-oriented technology is to describe the object entity with the object-centered, natural and close-to-reality
way in the process of software design, and construct the corresponding system software,
which can truthfully reflect the event relationship among objects in the online computer-assisted instruction system, and has the characteristics of encapsulation, polymorphism and inheritance [8].
Unified Modeling Language (UML). Modeling is to solve the complex problems
by addressing small problems in the system one by one [9]. Unified Modeling Language
(UML) is a general graphical modeling language in object-oriented development. The
model elements are used to construct the model of the whole system, which is composed
of common mechanism, model element, diagram and view [10]. Figure 1 shows a "4 +
1" view of the structure of a software system. Each view reflects a specific aspect of
the system. UML describes the architecture of the software system through these five
views. As can be seen from the figure, the view of use case is the core and basis of the
whole system. By enumerating roles and use cases, the participation of each role in the
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use case is displayed, and the function that the system should have is described statically [11].
In the system model, diagrams are usually used to describe the contents of each view,
and Figure 2 shows the diagrams in UML, including example diagrams describing functions, component diagrams describing physical architectures, and distribution diagrams
[12].

Fig. 1. The "4+1" view of the software system structure

Fig. 2. UML diagram
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2.2

Computer network and communication technology

The online computer-assisted instruction system has changed the problem that the
traditional teaching mode is limited by the time and place of class, and realized that the
students can study at any time and place, which mainly depends on the network technology and the communication technology. All kinds of teaching resources, such as
sound and graphics, are exchanged and transmitted in the two-way through the Internet
[13]. Figure 3 shows an on-line transmission teaching mode based on the Internet. In
order to guarantee the communication quality of the source and the channel, B/S
(browser-server) mode is adopted in this study [14].

Internet
Source
(Teaching content)

channel

Audience
(Teaching object)

Fig. 3. Internet-based online teaching mode

3

Design and Implementation of the Online Computer-Assisted
Instruction System

3.1

System requirement analysis

System overview. In order to make up for the problems such as limited teaching
time and insufficient teaching guidance in traditional classroom teaching, this study
makes a detailed analysis of the user demand and function demand of the online computer-assisted instruction system with object-oriented analysis from the point of view
of students and teachers. Based on Internet application system, teachers and students
can realize functions of the online computer-assisted instruction system through the
application servers, database servers and browsers and thus achieve the effective use
and management of network teaching resources [15]. For the purpose of providing better learning guidance for students, the system should have the characteristics of rich
teaching resources, scientific content form, autonomous learning process, diverse learning strategies, transparent curriculum release, sufficient interaction, and close information monitoring. Figure 4 shows a simple description of the online computer-assisted
instruction system.
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Online Assistant
Teaching System Server

Database server

Internet
Browser

Browser

Browser

Fig. 4. A simple description of the online assistant teaching system

System function analysis. Through an overview of the system, the main functions
of the online computer-assisted instruction system should include [16]:
Login and application. Whether teachers, administrators or students, all have their
own secure login mode, and they can log in the system after completing application
forms and getting the approval. Different roles may see different interfaces and functions, after logging in the system, for example, students can complete online learning
and exchanges, and teachers can release teaching resources and learn about the students'
learning dynamics.
Learning function. The learning function is the core function of the computer-assisted instruction system. After the students log in the system, they directly enter the
learning environment, which is different learning situation created by the teachers according to the constructivist theory, and transmits the knowledge points in the course
to the students by means of multimedia technology in the form of vivid sound, image,
courseware, etc. In such adaptive learning situation, students can acquire knowledge
conveniently and quickly, build their own knowledge architecture, and improve their
learning efficiency through interactive learning.
Information release function. This function is a bridge connecting the education center and the students. Teachers and administrators can release the learning plans of relevant curriculum, announcements, notices and other contents. The students can understand the basic information of the curriculum, check teachers’ relevant guidance on the
curriculum, and adjust the learning plans at any time according to the guidance requirements of the teachers.
Interactive function. To construct a place for teachers and students to exchange and
study, students can leave messages and discuss in the interactive area according to their
own learning comprehension and problems encountered. Teachers or other students can
answer the questions after seeing the messages. This not only facilitates the real-time
guidance of teachers on students, but also trains the students’ ability to analyze and
solve problems.
Online examination. The function of online examination includes the management
function of examination item bank and the function of online examination and evaluation. Teachers can make test questions on the network and carry out various kinds of
tests through the management function of examination item bank. Students can carry
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out online examination and answer items presented by the browser. After students answer the items, the system will automatically score, reducing the workload of teachers.
Online trading. This function is mainly to facilitate the campus teachers and students
to deal with idle items, promoting students to enjoy the application of the online computer-assisted instruction system while ensuring green environmental protection.
Analysis of system use cases. Through the above analysis, we can see that the use
case diagram is the core of the UML modeling language and an important part of the
object-oriented technology. The use case diagram consists of roles and use cases [17].
Table 1 shows a list of roles and related use case events in the online computer-assisted
instruction system.
Table 1. Online Computer Aided Instruction System Event Table
Actor

Event

Purpose

Student

Browse tutorial
Online discussion
Finish homework
Online exam
Query results
Online trading

Learning Courses
In-depth understanding and knowledge
Further consolidate knowledge
Test knowledge mastery

Teacher

Upload tutorial
Online Q & A
Job processing
Registered results

Use CAI to complete online lectures
Online tutoring for students
Students understand the knowledge
level

System administrator

Maintain student information
Maintain teacher information
Maintain course information
Maintain exam information
Maintain registration information

Maintain background data

Maintain
teacher
information

Download
Tutorial

Online
trading

Student
Finish
homework

Query
results

Teacher

Online
exam

Online
discussion

Maintain
student
information
System
administrator

Log in

Upload
tutorial
Upload
tutorial

Maintain
exam
information
Maintain
registration
information

Registered
results
Online
Q&A

Fig. 5. Online assistive teaching system use case diagram
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According to Table 1, the system uses case model shown in Figure 5 is established.
According to different roles and different description of use case events, this study
mainly describes the main use case events of teachers and students.
1. Log in: After inputting correct user name and password, the roles can log in the
system, and the identity authentication of different roles (students, teachers and administrators) can be realized by logging in.
2. Download tutorials: After the student logs in successfully, they can view the information related to courses and the teachers, selects the online learning or downloads
the tutorials uploaded by teachers, and connects the related learning sites.
3. Online discussion and question answering: Online discussion and question answering is an important function to realize the interaction between teachers and students. Students can answer the questions that other students ask him or raise their
own questions through online discussion function, or search whether there are the
same problems in the past or not through searching function, or discuss the contents
with other students in the discussion interface, so as to deepen the understanding and
internalization of the knowledge. The system also sets up message board, so that
students will write questions on the message board in the absence of teachers, waiting for the teachers’ answer. Teachers can also learn about students' learning through
online discussions and answer the questions they encounter in a timely manner.
4. Online examination and result inquiry: The online examination can provide the
students with the self-test function of knowledge grasping, the students select the
section required for test, the system randomly organizes test items, automatically
reviews the test when the student answers the items and gives the corresponding
score. The final examination can also be carried out with the online test mode. The
teachers may, with students’ examination paper and results, solve the common questions and send the unified solution to a student's private mailbox through the system,
thus answering the questions and solving the puzzle for the students.
5. Course uploading and operation processing: The teachers send content information, teaching plan and assignment of the course to the network through the system, the students can download the relevant information and upload the completed
work through the network. The teachers can carry on the corresponding review according to the student's work completion, and then send the work back to the students
through the network.
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3.2

General design and function description of the online computer-assisted
instruction system
Online
transaction
management

Online Trading
Online exam

Front office
management

Online exam

Online Learning

Online test
management

Backstage
management

Online learning
management

Fig. 6. Online assistant teaching system function module schematic

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of function modules of the online computer-assisted
instruction system designed on the basis of object requirement analysis. The system
includes the following three function modules:
1. Online learning: The online learning module is divided into two user modes,
namely teachers and students. Only the registrants can enter the system after inputting the corresponding user name and password. Teachers can upload courseware,
arrange homework and answer questions on the network after logging in the system,
while the students can download the courseware and fulfill online learning functions
such as downloading the courseware and completing homework after logging in the
system.
2. Online examination: The online examination module includes two types of login
interfaces: administrator and examinee. The module can realize the function of automatically organizing test items, judging and multi-user online examination of objective test items, and the examinees with login authority can carry out the online
examination anytime and anywhere, obtain the exam result immediately, realize the
paperless examination, and reduce the workload of teachers. The specific functions
will be described in detail below.
3. Online trading: The online trading module is a second-hand goods trading platform
developed for teachers and students. In this module, registered ordinary users can
publish the details of their idle goods, browse and query the information of the articles published by others, and make comment and reply on the corresponding articles
or problems. The administrator can classify and modify the information related to
the second-hand items through the administrator interface, and manage the users and
their related comments.
3.3

Detailed design and implementation of the online computer-assisted
instruction system

Because the space is limited, this paper takes the interactive interface and the online
examination system as the example, and carries on the detailed design of the online
computer-assisted teaching system.
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Design and implementation of interactive interface. What users need is that the
interactive interface designed by the developer can be easily understood. Without reading the user manual, users can determine the functions from the concise icon, text, animation or navigation bar provided by the interface, and enter the corresponding function module by clicking the mouse. Figure 7 shows part of the interface of the online
learning system.
Design and implementation of online examination system. According to the user
demand, the online examination system module is divided into two interfaces: administrator and student. After the user enters the user name and password in the login interface, the user can log in the corresponding module for operation. Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the function module of the online examination system designed in this
study.
Exam login. As shown in Figure 9, examinees can enter the examination system by
inputting the user name and password in the interface, and then clicking the OK key.
After the examination is finished, the examinee can submit the examination paper
through clicking the OK key. The system will automatically score the examination paper and give corresponding scores, but in the examination process, examinees are not
allowed to refresh or exit the exam interface, otherwise the system will automatically
consider the exam results as 0 points. When the examinees input error information or
the system prompts that the examinee has participated in the exam, the examinee should
re-operate.

Fig. 7. Online learning system part interface
Question data
management

Candidates Login
Online exam

Front office
management

Candidate exam

Backstage
management

Candidate query

Candidate data
management
System
configuration
management

Fig. 8. Online examination system function module diagram
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Fig. 9. Candidate login screen

Management module. As shown on the left side of Figure 10, when the administrator
inputs the correct user name, password and verification code in the administrator window login interface, the system will automatically jump into the administrator background management interface, and the administrator can select test item data, examinee
data and system configuration management as required.
Figure 11 shows a dialog box popped up after clicking on the test item data management module, in which the teachers can browse the test item bank information, add the
test item bank data, and build the test item bank table. Figure 12 shows the operation
interface presented after clicking on the test item bank information. The teachers can
browse, add and delete the information of the item bank in this interface.

Fig. 10.Management module login and management interface
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Fig. 11.Questions Data Management

Fig. 12.Question Information View

4

Conclusions

Based on the research of the online computer-assisted instruction technology, this
study designs an online computer-assisted instruction system based on object-oriented
analysis technology. The detailed work is summarized as follows:
1. Based on the object-oriented method, this study makes a detailed analysis of the user
demand and function demand of the online computer-assisted instruction system
from the point of view of students and teachers.
2. This study uses UML technology to describe roles and related use case events in the
online computer-assisted instruction system, and establishes the system model.
3. This study completes the detailed design and implementation of the interactive interface and on-line examination system in the online computer-assisted instruction
system.
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